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Fondazione LINKS researchers, during October, supported the other project partners in order to organise 

the virtual study visits. In the meantime, the researchers involved in 3P4SSE project started the activities 

about the draft and the analysis of the Work Paper's contents (A1.2). In the same month, they 

participated to the communication online meeting (the 11st of October, 2023) organised by Alda – who 

coordinates the communication activities of the project – and to the online steering committee (the 23rd 

of October, 2023) organised by the lead partner. During the Steering Committee, Luca Scolfaro - as the 

project manager of 3P4SSE for the Fondazione LINKS – explained next steps, to the others project 

partners. Furthermore, in October, Fondazione LINKS researchers started to work at the Deliverable 

1.3.1, which came to close at the end of January. 

 

 

 

The 23rd of November, Luca Scolfaro and Barbara Stumpo have participated to the Forum Impresa Sociale 

2023 - organised by Iris Network at Milan. The aim of that participation was to increase the networking 

capacity of the Fondazione LINKS team on the field of social and solidarity economy. Indeed, in this stage, 

the researchers have made contacts with some of the speakers that will participate to next international 

events and workshops, organised by Fondazione LINKS. The 24th of November each project partners have 

participated to the first online study visit organised by the Autonomous Province of Trento. During this 

online meeting, the social and solidarity economy model of Autonomous Province of Trento was 

explained by the Lead Partner in collaboration with local stakeholders. 
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Fondazione LINKS researchers, as scientific partner of the 3P4SSE project, have supported the other 

partners to define the structure of their study visit. At the end, the 4th and 5th of December they 

participated to the study visits organised by Poland and Slovenia. In December, the researchers' activities 

were also focused on the co-creation process and draft of the Deliverable 1.3.1 with the aim to finalise 

it. In this month, Fondazione LINKS researchers have started the topics analysis with the aim of organise 

the cycle of conferences and workshops which will take place in 2024 in Turin. 

Once they have defined the main topics, in January, Fondazione LINKS researchers started the activities 

related the speakers and experts identification to involve. Furthermore, workshops were scheduled in 

the shared calendar with other project partners. In January, thanks to the support of Alda, which have 

provided communication templates according to the project communication rules, Fondazione LINKS 

researchers started to work at the communication material of the next scheduled workshops, like 

invitations, agendas, flyers and brochures.  

In February, the researchers have supported the Lead Partner and an external project consultant to 

organise the online international workshop, which was held on 16th of February. During this month, they 

also have carried out the activities about the organisation of the next workshops which will take place in 

Turin starting from the month of March. These activities were focused on the definition of the location, 

the speakers and the whole agenda. 

The LINKS Foundation researchers have finished the workshops organisation activities in mid-March and 

after defining all workshops details they started to send the invitation to national stakeholders. They have 

organised two workshops for the end of March: the first is the Steering Committee, in which the common 

social and solidarity economy strategy is defined by project partners, and the second workshop is the 

Policy Conference, which is opened also to local stakeholders.  

For the first event, the LINKS Foundation researchers had worked, in collaboration with EURICSE, to the 

draft of the Deliverable 1.3.1 and 1.3.2. With the aim to agree the strategy's details, this document was 

illustrated in advance to project partners on an online meeting organised by LINKS Foundation. 

 


